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I. INTRODUCTION  
Most commonly brakes use friction to convert kinetic energy into heat, though other methods of energy 

conversion may be employed. This work is based on regenerative braking which converts much of the energy 

to electrical energy, which may be stored for later use. Other methods convert kinetic energy into potential 

energy in such stored forms as pressurized air or pressurized oil. A regenerative brake is an energy 
recovery mechanism which slows a vehicle or object down by converting its kinetic energy into another form, 

which can be either used immediately or stored until needed. This contrasts with conventional braking systems, 

where the excess kinetic energy is converted to heat by friction in the brake linings and therefore wasted. The 

most common form of regenerative brake involves using an electric motor as an electric generator. In 

electric railways the generated electricity is fed back into the supply system, whereas in battery 

electric and hybrid electric vehicles, the energy is stored chemically in a battery, electrically in a bank 

of capacitors, or mechanically in a rotating flywheel. Hydraulic hybrid vehicles use hydraulic motors and store 

energy in form of compressed air. 

Electromagnetic clutches operate electrically, but transmit torque mechanically. This is why they used 

to be referred to as electro-mechanical clutches. A sensor is a converter that measures a physical quantity and 

converts it into a signal which can be read by an observer or by an (today mostly electronic) instrument. An 
infrared sensor is an electronic instrument that is used to sense certain characteristics of its surroundings by 

either emitting and/or detecting infrared radiation. It is also capable of measuring heat of an object and detecting 

motion. Infrared waves are not visible to the human eye.  

 

II. DESCRIPTION 
Collision mitigation systems are forward-looking, radar-based systems comprised of collision warning 

and adaptive cruise control (ACC) with active braking. The collision warning component of collision mitigation 

systems provides audible and/or visual warnings of vehicles or objects that come within a predefined distance in 

the front of a vehicle with the system. A radar sensor mounted on the front bumper of the vehicle transmits and 
receives high frequency radio signals to determine the distance and speed of a target vehicle or object in front of 

it.  

2.1 Techniques Involved 

a) Anti-lock braking 

b) Regenerative Braking  System 

c) Infrared sensor based auto braking  

Abstract: The objective of this paper is to stored the kinetic energy dissipated in the brakes to accelerate 
the vehicle. This project is based on prototype model of Regenerative braking system using electromagnetic 

clutch. Regenerative braking results in an increase in energy output for a given energy input to a vehicle, 

the efficiency is improved. The amount of work done by the engine of the vehicle is reduced, in turn 

reducing the amount of prime energy required to propel the vehicle. In order for a regenerative braking 

system to be cost effective the prime energy saved over a specified lifetime must offset the initial cost, size 

and weight penalties of the system. The energy storage unit must be compact, durable and capable of 

handling high power levels efficiently. The energy can be directly provided to dynamo itself to generate 

current and will be displayed on the Ammeter installed in the set up. This set up also consists of an Infrared 

Sensor which helps to prevent the frequency of accidents increasing due to inefficient braking system and 
therefore can be considerably avoided using IR sensors. The vehicle instantly stops as any object appears 

in front of it where IR Sensors are installed. 
Keyword: Dynamo, Efficiency, Electromagnetic Clutch, Infrared Sensor, Regenerative Braking.  
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2.2 How anti-lock brakes work 

Stopping a car in a hurry on a slippery road can be very challenging. Anti-lock braking systems (ABS) take a lot 

of the challenge out of this sometimes nerve-wracking event. In fact, on slippery surfaces, even professional 

drivers can't stop as quickly without ABS as an average driver can with ABS. 

 
 

2.3 The ABS System  
Anti-lock brake pump and valves 
The theory behind anti-lock brakes is simple. A skidding wheel (where the tire contact patch is sliding relative 

to the road) has less traction than a non-skidding wheel. If you have been stuck on ice, you know that if your 

wheels are spinning you have no traction. This is because the contact patch is sliding relative to the ice by 

keeping the wheels from skidding while you slow down, anti-lock brakes benefit you in two ways: You'll stop 

faster, and you'll be able to steer while you stop.  

There are four main components to an ABS system:  
1.    Speed Sensors: - The anti-lock braking system needs some way of knowing when a wheel is about to lock 

up. The speed sensors, which are located at each wheel, or in some cases in the differential, provide this 

information. 

2.    Pump: - Since the valve is able to release pressure from the brakes, there has to be some way to put that 

pressure back. That is what the pump does; when a valve reduces the pressure in a line, the pump is there to 

get the pressure back up. 

3.    Valves: - There is a valve in the brake line of each brake controlled by the ABS. On some systems, the 

valve has three positions:  

3.1 In position one, the valve is open; pressure from the master cylinder is passed right through to the brake.  

3.2 In position two, the valve blocks the line, isolating that brake from the master cylinder. This prevents the 

pressure from rising further should the driver push the brake pedal harder. 
3.3 In position three, the valve releases some of the pressure from the brake.  

4.    Controller: - The controller is a computer in the car. It watches the speed sensors and controls the valves. 

  

 
 

http://auto.howstuffworks.com/auto-parts/brakes/brake-types/master-brake.htm
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2.4 Anti-Lock Brake Diagram 
Now let's put the parts together to see how anti-lock brakes work as a whole. This diagram provides both a close 

up view and an example of where the brakes are located in your vehicle. 

 
Anti-lock brake components 

 

III. WHAT IS REGENERATIVE BRAKING? 
Regenerative braking means reduce losses and regenerate power by using mechanical structure. 

Systems use friction to counteract the forward momentum of a moving car. As the brake pads rub against the 
wheels (or a disc connected to the axle), excessive heat energy is also created. This heat energy dissipates into 

the air, wasting up to 30% of the car's generated power. Over time, this cycle of friction and wasted heat energy 

reduces the car's fuel efficiency. More energy from the engine is required to replace the energy lost by braking. 

Hybrid gas/electric automobiles now use a completely different method of braking at slower speeds. While 

hybrid cars still use conventional brake pads at highway speeds, electric motors help the car brake during stop-

and-go driving. As the driver applies the brakes through a conventional pedal, the electric motors reverse 

direction. The torque created by this reversal counteracts the forward momentum and eventually stops the car. 

But regenerative braking does more than simply stop the car. Electric motors and electric generators (such as a 

car's alternator) are essentially two sides of the same technology. Both use magnetic fields and coiled wires, but 

in different configurations. Regenerative braking systems take advantage of this duality. Whenever the electric 

motor of a hybrid car begins to reverse direction, it becomes an electric generator or dynamo. This generated 
electricity is fed into a chemical storage battery and used later to power the car at city speeds.  

Regenerative braking takes energy normally wasted during braking and turns it into usable energy. It is not, 

however, a perpetual motion machine. Energy is still lost through friction with the road surface and other drains 

on the system. The energy collected during braking does not restore all the energy lost during driving. It does 

improve energy efficiency and assist the main alternator. 

 

3.1 Regenerative Braking Diagram   

This simple diagram shows how a regenerative braking system is able to recapture some of the vehicle's kinetic 

energy and convert it into electricity. This electricity is then used to recharge the vehicle's batteries. 
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3.2 Construction & Working 

We are using three different techniques in our project as mention above. We using electromagnetic clutch in our 

project as brake shoes and this electromagnetic brake shoe control by small ir based digital circuit. This ir sensor 

based electronic digital circuit work in auto braking mode at the minimum distance, if driver forget to press 

brake circuit applied brake in auto mode. Circuit transmit ir waves continuously if some obstruction comes 

circuit applied automatic braking and this automatic braking system transmit power to dynamo for current 
generation and braking. 

3.2.1 Construction 

 

 
3.2.2 Working block diagram 
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3.3 HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

3.3.1 MECHANICAL COMPOMENTS 

1.     Dynamo  

2.     Transformer 

3.     Electromagnetic clutch 

4.     Plastic wheel 

3.3.2 Electronic Components 
1. Relays 

2. Transistor 

3. Infrared sensor 

4. Integrated circuit 

5. Obstacles sensor unit 

6. Tone Decoder 

3.3 Electrical components 

1. Power supply 

2. Multimeter 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
We using electromagnetic clutch in our project as brake shoes and this electromagnetic brake shoe 

control by small ir based digital circuit. This ir sensor based electronic digital circuit work in auto braking mode 

at the minimum distance, if driver forget to press brake circuit applied brake in auto mode. 

Circuit transmit ir waves continuously if some obstruction comes circuit applied automatic braking and 

this automatic braking system transmit power to dynamo for current generation and braking. 

A conclusion section must be included and should indicate clearly the advantages, limitations, and 

possible applications of the paper.  Although a conclusion may review the main points of the paper, do not 

replicate the abstract as the conclusion. A conclusion might elaborate on the importance of the work or suggest 

applications and extensions.  
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